The Vixen and the Vet (a modern fairytale)

**WINNER 2015 Kindle Book Awards
(Romance)** **2015 RITA Finalist!**
With Southern charm and a deeply
romantic plot, readers will fall in love with
this modern day fairy tale. --RT BOOK
REVIEWS
In this modern-retelling of
Beauty and the Beast, Savannah
Carmichael, betrayed by an unreliable
source, returns to her hometown of
Danvers, Virginia with her once-promising
journalism career in ruins. Given the
opportunity to get back in the game by
writing a patriotic human interest piece,
Savannah turns her attention to the town
hermit, Asher Lee, a wounded veteran who
returned to Danvers eight years ago, and
hasnt been seen since.
After an IED
explosion in Afghanistan took Ashers hand
and disfigured half of his face, hes lived a
quiet life on the outskirts of Danvers where
the locals respect his privacy...that is, until
Savannah Carmichael comes calling in a
borrowed sundress with a plate of
homemade brownies. When Asher agrees
to be interviewed by Savannah, he starts
feeling things for the beautiful reporter that
he hasnt felt in years.
Misfits in
small-town Danvers, Savannah and Asher
create a bond right away, touching each
others hearts in ways neither thought
possible. When a terrible mistake threatens
to drive them apart, theyll have to decide if
the love they found in one anothers arms is
strong enough to fight for their hard-won
happily ever after.
** Contemporary
Romance. Due to profanity, realistically
depicted scenes of war and very strong
sexual content, this book is not intended for
readers under the age of 18.** All novels
in the ~a modern fairytale~ collection are
written as fundraisers.
The Vixen and
the Vet is part of the ~a modern fairytale~
collection, which includes six standalone,
completely unrelated novels inspired by
beloved fairy tales: The Vixen and the
Vet (Beauty & the Beast) - available now
Never Let You Go (Hansel & Gretel) -
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available now Gingers Heart (Little Red
Riding Hood) - available now Dark Sexy
Knight (Camelot) - available June 2016
Dont Speak (The Little Mermaid) available 2017 Swan Song (The Ugly
Duckling) - available 2017 Love my
fairytales? Im always open to suggestions!
E-mail me your favorite and maybe Ill
reimagine it for you!
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